Re: OSC File No. Dl-14-2520

Good afternoon ma'am,
As per our discussion the other day, I am replying with my comments to what I have declared
the official report of investigation of my claims to be nothing less than trash, a complete waste of my
efforts, disregard to facts, and undeniable evidence of corrupt government within the Veterans Affairs.
I thought this investigation would be impartial, fair, and thorough; but to mine and all Veterans
of this nation, I have found this report to only highlight the lack of accountability as promised by a weak
and corrupt system and all the leaders. When the Secretary of Veterans Affairs lies in public and is not
held to those Stolen Valor credits, then the system will never be true to the words promised of President
Abraham Lincoln.
Veterans expect the same services, structures, and standards they proudly displayed, honored,
and provided to this nation. Anything short of full accountability and acknowledgement for all actions to
include the many federal crimes committed by management officials would prove nothing other than a
slap of the face to this nation and its heroes.
I fully discredit this investigation, the parties investigating, and the entire VA system today. As
we speak today, the majority of all offenders have not seen any actions against them for their federal
crimes, but many of them have seen bonuses, advancements, respectful force retirements, and even
promotions. While, I and many other Whistleblowers have shown honesty, integrity, and bravery only to
be harassed, mocked, and assaulted by this corrupt mob.
I have shown high standards during my time with the agency to include developing a new
communication setting for email alerts to patients that is currently nationwide. As an innovator to many
processes this agency has shown little to no rewards for my efforts. The local VA office even withheld
my innovation award a month and I received it in the mail. No monetary reward for saving the VA time,
man power, and funds directed to VA patients receiving prompt notifications of their upcoming
appointments. I have been a key figure in cutting cost on waste and fraud within the Central Texas VHA
and South Texas VHA, but yet my word holds no value to this investigation.
There will never be accountability to these criminals within the VA and I don't expect this letter
to find any value with them, politicians, or any of the leaders of this nation. I just don't think any of
them have the courage, dignity, and honor the Veterans hold.

With great regards,
Ret. US Army SGT Turner, Phillip Brian
2016March08

